
 
 

CCC v Hong Kong – Saturday 14th July 2018 
 

Alec Pettigrew brought along his usual troupe of ringers, ex-players, mates and whoever amongst 
Chilmark’s ranks he could swindle into playing for him on Saturday, then dressed them up in pink 
shirts and, for reasons that become less and less clear each year, called them Hong Kong. 
 
Playing in dashing pastel blue (although some players thought the tops green! Perhaps the author is 
colour blind?!) were the home team. 
 
The first game was the less serious of the two. The already truncated rules of T20 were further 
abbreviated to allow such luxuries as not getting out first ball, not getting out LBW (unless Ben 
Fowles is umpiring), retiring with your score on 30 and making sure everyone gets a bowl. Being an 
otherwise serious club, calls for allowing beers to be brought onto the field were quickly voted down 
(Alec circumvented this rule by having a can of Pimms run out to his fielding position by the sight 
screen). 
 
Play got under way beneath blue skies. Hong Kong batted first and quickly feasted on some pretty 
tasty bowling from Chilmark’s younger ranks. Lester Smart bashed his way to the retirement score in 
quick time, while ‘Windmill’ Will Thompson, in a rare foray at the top of the order, unleashed a 
sumptuous drive to the cover boundary. Alec Pettigrew, who spends most of the year planning this 
occasion, was out for a second ball duck. 
 
Runs began to flow in the middle overs. Max Allen looked very at home in pink and scored with a 
previously closeted freedom whilst wearing it. He reached his 30 and then pranced off the ground 
contentedly. Jake Taylor also smashed a quick fire 30 runs and at this stage must have thought he 
was going to have a good day. 
 
Chilmark’s bowlers were getting a seeing to. Only Ricky Corbin (2-12), Jack Stearman (1-8) and Pete 
Corbin (0-13) could truly hold their heads high, with everyone else taking varying degrees of 
punishment. None more so than Rod Taylor though, whose two overs went for a bruising 41 runs. 
 
After Chaz Sheppard cracked a swift 25 the innings was nearly complete; but there was just enough 
time for Alec Pettigrew to bat a second time, and for a second time get a duck. 
 
The boys in pink made 206. 
 



Chilmark opened proceedings with Jason Stearman and Darren Lee. The pair started brightly, with 
Stearman belting a six and then a boundary, courtesy of Jake Taylor who mis-fielded by the fence. 
 
Once the openers were dismissed the innings went off the rails. Ricky Corbin didn’t score much, Ben 
Fowles scored less, Brand King a handful and Brett Allen barely got off the mark. 
 
Somewhere in there Jake Taylor mis-fielded another easy ball to concede another boundary. 
 
For Chilmark only Rod Taylor (30), Pete Corbin (16) and Jack Stearman (31) made any headway with 
the bat, leaving too much for Reg Allen and Patrick Craig-McFeely to do at the tail end. The home 
side finished 24 runs short. 
 
For Hong Kong Alec Pettigrew took three wickets with his complicated wrist spinners, while on the 
boundary Jake Taylor may as well have been playing for the other team. 
 
The second game was the main focus of the day. A trophy was on the line and Chilmark have a taste 
for silverware this season. With this in mind captain King rejigged the batting line up and sent Jack 
Stearman and Brett Allen out to get the early runs. Stearman obliged by hitting the first ball to Jake 
Taylor fielding on the fence, who let it go through his legs for four. 
 
Stearman registered his 30 off 17 balls, then made way for Darren Lee, who was bowled for a golden 
duck. The skipper joined Allen at the crease and watched as the youngster bashed three sixes on his 
way to retirement. Rod Taylor pulled a muscle while running a single to get off the mark, so scored 
in boundaries thereafter, registering four of them (including one through the legs of his son fielding 
in the deep) before Frog Lane’s second-best umpire Ben Fowles gave him out LBW. 
 
After King utilised a couple of loose Ned Pattenden deliveries to accelerate to the retirement score 
Hong Kong felt they were in to the tail. However Fowles cracked a quick 20, while Reg Allen (8 not 
out) and a nimble footed Patrick Craig-McFeely (11 not out) proved impossible to remove. It was a 
close thing though, as Jake Taylor, fielding on the fence, dropped a catch that then dribbled over the 
rope for four. 
 
When the 20 overs were up the boys in blue had racked up a very healthy 190 and enjoyed their tea 
feeling one hand was already on the trophy. 
 
For many players the cricket tea is the best meal they have all week. This week’s outstanding fare 
came from the kitchens of Bev Small (scones, Victoria Sandwich cake, egg mayo sandwiches, chicken 
& bacon sandwiches); Becky Lee (ham, mustard & salad sandwiches, prawn mayo sandwiches); 
Sarah Miller (carrot cake and flapjacks); Sally Butcher (chocolate cake); Lizzie Jacobs (lemon drizzle 
cake) along with a ‘surprise cake’ from Alec Pettigrew, which was best served with Pimms. 
 



With the games running late and a very important social engagement on the cards for most of the 
players that evening, this sumptuous feast was wolfed down rapidly so the second innings could get 
underway. 
 
Hong Kong’s chase got off to the worst possible start when Alec Pettigrew was bowled for his third 
duck of the day. However this just left Lester Smart and Chaz Shepperd at the crease. Soon the ball 
was sailing over the fence at regular intervals, as the pair reached their 30’s in next to no time. 
 
With the two big guns back in the shed though, Chilmark could concentrate on the juicy middle 
order. Pete Corbin was the chief destroyer. He took three wickets in a blistering spell, including the 
prized ‘Chilmark’ scalps of Max Allen and ‘Windmill’ Will Thompson. 
 
Jake Taylor had spent the afternoon finding new ways to let the ball get to the boundary; with the 
bat in his hand he now did it the more conventional way, bashing 25 vital runs for Hong Kong and 
nearly erasing the embarrassment of his earlier deeds. Then he got out to Ben Fowles and made it 
worse. 
 
For Fowles it was an over of two halves. The first half saw two sixes and some kind of wide/no ball 
thing that looked so unlike cricket it really should have been retaken to retain the dignity of the 
game. The second half saw him take the aforementioned wicket of Taylor, then get Ben Eastmond 
with a caught and bowled the very next ball. Captain King was so perplexed he didn’t know whether 
to give him another over or not. In the end he erred on the side of caution. 
 
When Ricky Corbin took the last wicket the game was in the balance. Hong Kong needed another 50 
with five overs remaining, but now they had their two best batsmen available to bat again. First out 
was Smart. He tapped a couple of singles and looked ready to launch an attack, when Ned 
Pattenden, who had been batting soundly at the other end, tapped one to mid-wicket. Smart took 
off for the run, only to realise too late that Pattenden had no intention of leaving his crease. Nor 
should he, as the ball had run to the safe hands of The Doc, who gathered, spun on his heels and 
under armed to the bowler. Smart, stranded at the wrong end, was thus dismissed. 
 
Sheppard resumed his innings with his team still capable of winning. When he hit a six first ball it all 
seemed possible, but then he edged King behind - the catch well taken by Jason Stearman - and the 
dye was cast. 
 
With Hong Kong playing a man short it was decided Alec Pettigrew could bat one final time. What 
harm could there possibly be in letting someone who had been dismissed three times already 
without scoring, bat again? 
 
Naturally enough Pettigrew turned back the clock and started hitting boundaries. He hit King out of 
the attack, then saw off final overs from Brett Allen and Jack Stearman. Suddenly Hong Kong, with 
21 needed from the last two overs, were in with a shot. 



But when the winner of Frog Lane’s Finest Cricketer of 2016 award, Pete Corbin, took the ball, the jig 
was up. He needed just one ball to knock back Pattenden’s stumps, leaving just enough time for 
everyone to shower up and head to the summer drinks party. 
 
Chilmark CC 190-6 (B Allen 35 not out; B King 32 not out) defeated Hong Kong 170-10 (P Corbin 4-
23; B Fowles 2-15). 
 
Postscript: Later in the evening many of the players, along with a Who’s Who of Chilmark society, 
gathered at Cleeves Farm for a summer drinks party hosted by Henry and Elizabeth Pelham. Bev 
Small catered (with Sir Raymond Jack manning the barbecue), while husband Angus ran the bar, 
utilising a small army of cricketing offspring to keep everyone’s glasses topped up. It was a fab affair, 
with everyone dressed in their best summer attire - the only fashion incident coming when Ben 
Fowles and Rich Mann turned up wearing near identical shirts. Pete Corbin gave a stirring speech in 
honour of John Wilcox, before sensible folk made their way home. 
 
Post Postscript: Following the summer drinks party, a handful of hardy souls ventured to the Black 
Dog for a nightcap. Exactly what went down is hard to establish, as first-hand accounts are spotty 
and shrouded in a gin tinged fog. However there are reports that a CCC arm wrestling champion has 
been established and he will be defending his title against all comers during the upcoming 
Chatsworth tour. It is also rumoured that a certain under-performing batsman extended his poor 
form with an unsuccessful attempt at charming a barmaid – whilst wearing sunglass at the bar. 
 
What is known is that a pair of brown moccasins were found, along with sunglasses (those worn at 
the bar), scattered haphazardly on the road into the village the following day. These may or may not 
belong to someone who may or may not have fallen face first onto the road and was subsequently 
required to be carried home by four people who were in no condition to perform such a herculean 
task. 
 
But a good time was had by all. 


